The Department of Humanities, Social Sciences, and the Arts (HSA) at Harvey Mudd College invites
applications for a tenure-track position in economics, beginning fall 2023. We seek candidates who
inspire students to understand the larger historical, cultural and social contexts of which economics is a
part. The ideal candidate will have expertise in environmental economics, an interest in teaching writing,
and scholarship that both contributes to the discipline and enriches the classroom. The teaching load
includes at least one foundational course in economics; a writing-intensive first-year research seminar;
and classes focused on environmental economics. Candidates are expected to contribute to the Core
Curriculum through a first-year course in academic writing or a seminar centered on the relationship
between science and society.
Candidates are expected to have completed the Ph.D. degree by fall 2023. The deadline for applications
is December 1, 2022. Applicants are asked to submit a cover letter, CV, contact information for three
references, course evaluations, a statement of teaching philosophy, a research statement, and two
course proposals, including one in environmental economics. The one -page proposals should specify
teaching strategies, selected readings, and student learning objectives. Candidates should address their
interest and experience in promoting diversity, equity, and inclusion. Materials can be uploaded to:
https://academicjobsonline.org/ajo/jobs/22415.
Those selected for the first round of interviews will be asked to submit additional materials, including
letters of reference and a sample of scholarly work.
Harvey Mudd College is a highly selective, residential liberal arts college for STEM education located in
Claremont, California, which is approximately 35 miles east of Los Angeles, at the foot of the San Gabriel
Mountains. The HSA Department offers a broad-based liberal arts program, with our faculty
representing fourteen disciplines. The Claremont Colleges and Claremont Graduate University, all a
short walking distance away, offer significant opportunities for collaboration. There are more than fifty
economists across all seven Claremont Colleges, and two ongoing economics seminar series at our sister
schools.
Compensation is competitive with comparable institutions and includes a full health and retirement
benefits package, a slate of teaching and research development opportunities, and relocation costs.
Harvey Mudd College is an equal opportunity and affirmative action employer committed to providing a
workplace that fosters diversity and inclusion in its faculty, staff, and student body. We welcome
applications from scholars typically underrepresented in college faculties.

